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Abstract

Sintering is a common synthesis method for the fabrication of ceramics. The widespread 
use of sintering for the production of complex ceramic oxide especially ferrites has led to a 
variety of investigations on the subject. Top-down approach synthesis like mechanochemi-
cal process has recently been suggested as a promising synthesis method for replacing 
bottom-up approach synthesis methods like sintering, questioning its necessity for thermal 
treatment at high temperature. Understanding of sintering mechanism is crucial in order to 
optimize and enhance the advantages of sintering, which cannot be replaced by other tech-
niques. In general, ferrites with particular set of behaviors require a particular set of micro-
structural properties influenced by the sintering steps. The main objective of this chapter is 
to understand how the increase of sintering temperature affects the microstructural evolu-
tion, in order to develop a fundamental science understanding for the mechanism of sinter-
ing. In the second part of this chapter, presentation of experimental results on sintering of 
mechanically activated Ni

0.5
Zn

0.5
Fe

2
O

4
 nanoparticles and its effect on microstructural, mag-

netic, and optical properties was reported. Lastly, a comparative study between sintering 
(bottom-up approach) and mechanochemical (top-down approach) process is presented.

Keywords: bottom-up approach, sintering, barium hexaferrite, Ni-Zn ferrite

1. Introduction

Sintering is one of the oldest material synthesis methods has existed for thousands of years. 

Since the introduction of controlled sintering process of ceramic, the methodology has gained 

© 2018 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative
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rapid growth and well established as one of the most trustable synthesis method for the pro-

duction of complex ceramic oxides with desired properties [1]. Sintering is categorized as 

bottom-up approach synthesis as it involves the construction of nanostructures in materials 
atom-by-atom, layer-by-layer, from small to large sizes [2]. Since twentieth century, energy 
efficiency and productivity are two important factors in choosing a particular methodology 
[3]; therefore, top-down approach synthesis method like mechanochemistry has emerged as 
one of the most promising candidates to replace known current methodologies like sintering, 
questioning the necessity for thermal treatment at high temperatures. However, there are 
advantages of sintering that are irreplaceable by other methodologies. Sintering offers mat-
ter transport through diffusion while maintaining the stoichiometry of the ceramic material. 
Commonly, a single phase ceramic oxide with low porosity can be achieved by sintering 
of the material to a range of 50–80% of its melting point [1]. With an appropriate sintering 

temperature, the material does not melt, while atomic diffusion can be activated to achieve a 
dense, compact, and high crystallinity material, which is essential for the fabrication process. 
Although the optimization of sintering parameters to achieve complete phases of complex 

ceramic oxides is crucial; however, the fundamental knowledge behind sintering: the correla-

tion between microstructural properties induced by the thermal activation of sintering, with 
important behaviors like magnetic and optical properties, is important for the understanding 
of sintering mechanism.

2. Microstructural aspects of complex magnetic ceramic oxides

Microstructure of complex magnetic ceramic oxides consists of grains, grain boundaries, poros-

ity, and defects structures. As complex as it is microstructural properties influence the behaviors 
of these complex ceramic oxides. For instance, microstructural properties like surface morphol-
ogy, atomic arrangement, size and shape affect major macroscopic properties such as magnetic, 
optical, mechanical, electrical, and many other properties of complex ceramic oxides. These are 
known as the microstructural dependent behaviors of complex ceramic oxides. Nanomaterials 

exhibit unique behaviors compared to their bulk counterparts [4].

2.1. Size

There are some important behaviors related to magnetic ceramic oxides, which are size 
dependent. For instance, magnetic properties and particle, grain, or crystallite size are rel-
evant to each other. When the particles are in nano-size, the percentage of amorphous grain 
boundary volumes in material is high compared to particles in micron size. The presence 

of large volume fraction of amorphous phase in the material hinders the exchange interac-

tion between magnetic moments. Therefore, small particles are likely to exhibit weak ferro-

magnetic, superparamagnetic, and paramagnetic behaviors. Small size polycrystalline nickel 
zinc ferrite dissipates minimum energy [5]. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy, E

A
 for  

ferrite can be defined by the following equation:

   E  
A
   = KV  sin   2  Ө  (1)
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where K is the anisotropy constant, V is the volume of the crystal, and Ө is the angle between 

the easy axis and the direction of the field-induced magnetic field. When the grains are small 
in dimensions or below a critical size, they dissipate minimum energy, therefore, the energy 
required to create a new domain or shifting the domains is much higher than that required in 
maintaining the material as single domain. The effect of grain size changed some aspects of mag-

netic behavior of yttrium iron garnets [6]. Below a critical size, as the volume or size of the grains 
increases, grain size remains in the single-domain range, therefore, the E

A
 value increases, the 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy becomes stronger and the coercivity (the energy required 
to change the direction of the magnetization) increases. After the grain size exceeds the critical 
size, intergranular domain walls are formed inside the grains, because the energy is not suf-
ficient to maintain relatively big grains as single domains. Therefore, domain walls are created to 
reduce the overall energy of the system. Grain size has similar impact on the magnetic properties 

of hard ferrite, BaFe
12

O
19

, which has a critical size as well. Studies defined the critical size as the 
minimum grain volume that the anisotropy energy is able to overcome thermal agitation [7].

Another important magnetic behavior is the measure or ability of a material to sustain a mag-

netic field within the material when external field applied. This is known as the magnetic 
permeability. Magnetic permeability is strongly influenced by the presence of grain boundar-

ies or amorphous surfaces, as they will act as impediments to domain wall movement. Bulk 
materials have fewer grain boundaries, therefore, higher the permeability. This phenomenon 

especially noticeable in ferrites as their grain boundaries are thicker [4]. The effect of sintering 
soaking time on the microstructural properties of nickel zinc ferrite was investigated [8, 9]. 

Grain size increases with increasing soaking time. The increase of grain size is the main factor 

that causes the increase of initial permeability. Bulk materials have a low-volume fraction of 

grain boundary as shown in Figure 1. Volume fraction can be represented by:

   V  
shell

   =   
  4 __ 
3
   π  R   3  −   4 __ 

3
   π  r   3 
 _________ 

  4 __ 
3
   π  R   3 

   × 100%  (2)

where   V  
shell

    is the volume fraction of the structurally disordered boundary region, R is the radius of 

a particle, and r is the radius of the core region of a particle. If we assume the thickness of the shell 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of bulk and nanoparticles, and the definition of R, radius of a particle, and r, radius 
of the core of a particle.
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is approximately 5 nm, for nanoparticles (R < 100 nm), the volume fraction of this structurally 
disordered shell is large (>10%) while for bulk material, the volume fraction of the shell is not sig-

nificant (<0.02%). As the particles undergo densification and coarsening through increasing sin-

tering temperature, particle size increases from nano-sized to micron-sized. As a result, volume 
fraction of disordered grain boundary becomes less significant. Therefore, the pinning effects of 
this disordered boundary region on the domain walls motion is not significant for bulk materials.

2.2. Defects and porosity

Porosity is another microstructural feature that has the pinning effect on the movement of 
the domain walls. Porosity is abundant in complex magnetic ceramic oxide because it can-

not be eliminated by heat treatment. Heat treatment offers grain growth, densification, and 
boundaries expansion. However, many pores are swept over by grain boundaries and remain 
within large grain [4]. Porosity and grain size effects sometimes seem inseparable because 
grain growth and densification happen simultaneously. In case of magnetic properties, satu-

ration magnetization is associated with the following equation [10]:

   M  
s
   =  (1 − p)  4  𝜋M  

o
    (3)

where p is the porosity, M
o
 is the magnetization extrapolated to zero porosity. Therefore, we can 

conclude that saturation magnetization is porosity dependent while coercivity is size depen-

dent. Previous study proved that the independence of coercivity from porosity, while satura-

tion magnetization and remanence are independent from grain size effect [10]. In addition to 
porosity, other defects such as cracks, inclusions, foreign phases, strains, as well as dislocations 
would alter the magnetic behaviors of ferrites. Defects act as energy wells have a strong pinning 

effect on the domain wall motion and thus require higher activation energy to detach [4].

2.3. Boundary region

It is believed that boundary region possesses higher energy compared to volume defects. 
Therefore, boundary region is a highly reactive region, which allows nucleation of new phases. 
As nanostructured materials have higher surface-to-volume ratio, they are reactive compared 
to their corresponding bulk materials. In ceramic materials, boundary region between phases 
and grains governs many properties and processes, for example, as fracture strength, plastic 
deformation, conductivity, dielectric loss, and phase transformation. All materials have inter-

facial energy and tension that can be calculated by same thermodynamic formulation [11]. 

Boundaries act as sinks and sources for the formation of lattice imperfections, diffusion, and 
phase transformations when deformation occurs. Some behaviors of ceramic oxides such as 

coercivity and permeability are strongly related to their boundaries [12]. The direction of mag-

netic moments within the material could be changed easily when the pinning effects of the 
boundary regions is diminished. Apparent permeability can be expressed as following [13]:

   μ  
app

   =   
 (1 − p)   μ  

o
  
  ______________  

 (1 +   
p
 __ 

2
  )  (1 + 0.75   t __ 

D
     
 μ  
o
  
 __  μ  
b
    ) 

    (4)

where p is the porosity, D is the average grain size, t is the effective thickness of boundary region, 
μ
b
 is the permeability of the boundary region, μ

o
 is the permeability free form the demagnetizing 
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field. From the equation, notice that the thickness of boundary region has strong influence on the 
control of the magnetic properties of ferrites because the thickness of the boundary regions can 

be altered simply by small amount of additives, impurities, or phase transformations.

3. Ceramic synthesis techniques

Attention has been paid to investigate synthesis techniques and their impacts on new materi-
als, particularly nanostructured and nanocrystalline materials. Synthesis technique is strongly 
related to behaviors of the investigated nanomaterial because the chosen synthesis technique 
is responsible for tailoring the atomic and microstructure of the nanostructured material. 

Numerous published studies have improved our understanding of the effects of synthesis 
technique on the behaviors of complex magnetic ceramic oxide, especially technologically 
important hard and soft ferrites [5, 14–16]. Most of the significant findings show that the 
results are of limited significance unless the microstructures, chemical composition, defects, 
and atomic arrangement of the investigated ferrite are well-characterized. Generally speak-

ing, the techniques of preparing ferrite are categorized into two: bottom-up and top-down 
approaches, as shown in Figure 2. Bottom-up approach synthesis is a ceramic powder pro-

cessing approach that engages atoms, ions, molecules or particles as starting building blocks. 

Figure 2. Schematic representations of (a) bottom-up and (b) top-down approaches.
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By combining or assembling these building blocks, nanoscale clusters, or corresponding bulk 
materials are formed. Top-down approach synthesis is a ceramic powder processing approach 

that begins with micro-structured materials. The approach utilizes mechanical, chemical, or 
other form of energy to perform structural decomposition to obtain nanoscale materials. Both 

approaches have its advantages and drawback. For instance, bottom-up approach synthesis 
such as chemical processes and solid-state routes are capable of producing fine nanocrystal-
line materials with high purity and homogeneity. However, they have disadvantages like not 
environmental friendly, high cost of chemical precursors, solvent evaporation, and necessity 
for thermal treatment at high temperature. On the other hand, top-down approach synthesis 
like mechanochemical process is considered as green process because it minimizes damage to 

the environment, fast, economical, and can effectively take nanostructure forms [2]. However, 
contaminations, defects, and damages that were induced into the material system need to 
carefully take into account for good material production [15].

4. Ferrites

Ferrites belong to a class of complex magnetic ceramic oxide. The crystal structure of ferrites 

can be observed as an interlocking network of cations and negatively charged divalent oxygen 

ions [4]. When a layer of oxygen ions is closely packed lines that connect the centers of these 

oxygen ions will form a network of equilateral triangles. The second layer of closely packed 
oxygen ions is arranged in such a way that the centers of these oxygen ions are superimposed 

with the centers of the equilateral triangles of the first layer. If a similar third layer repeats the 
same arrangement with the first layer, this arrangement is known as hexagonal close-packed 
structure in the type of “ababab” stacking sequence. On the other hand, if the third layer 
arranges in such a way that the centers of the oxygen lie directly over the centers of equilateral 
triangles adjacent to the ones used for hexagonal close-packed, this will produce a cubic close-
packed with a stacking sequence of “abcabc.” Then, ferrites are further categorized according 
to their molar ratio of Fe

2
O

3
 to other oxide components (modifier oxide) present in the ceramic 

as presented in Table 1.

Type Structure Molar ratio of 

Fe
2
O

3
 to modifier 

oxide

Modifier oxide Example

Magnetoplumbite Hexagonal 6:1 Group IIA divalent 
metal oxide.

Example: BaO, SrO

BaFe
12

O
19

Spinel Cubic 1:1 Transition metal oxide.

Example: NiO, ZnO

Ni
0.5

Zn
0.5

Fe
2
O

4

Garnet Cubic 3:5 Rare earth oxide Y
3
Fe

3
(FeO

4
)

3

Table 1. Classification of ferrites according to variation in molar ratio of Fe
2
O

3
 to modifier oxide.
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5. Sintering of mechanically activated ferrite powders

Top-down and bottom-up approaches have their own advantages and drawback as mentioned 
in the previous section. Conventional solid-state process is a bottom-up approach ceramic 
processing method that involves neither wet chemical reactions nor vapor phase interactions. 

There are two important processing steps that will affect the quality of the end product: starting 
powder preparation and heat treatment. The solid-state process is considered as the simplest 

synthesis route for various ferrites. In the starting powder preparation stage, high-purity raw 
materials would mix together according to the stoichiometric balance of the final product. This 
mixing process is being carried out by either dry or wet milling media for a certain period to 

produce a homogenous distributed starting powder. Then, the starting powder will undergo a 
heat treatment, typically with the use of a furnace to obtain the final product.

The conventional solid-state process is capable of producing advanced material with unique 
compositions such as refractory ceramics, glasses, and crystals. Previous research showed that 
conventional solid-state process was capable of producing particles between 100 nm and 1 micron 

[16]. However, conventional solid-state process may result in high synthesis temperature because 
diffusion reaction is limited under low temperature. Besides, this process may produce an incom-

plete reaction, which results in inhomogeneous products. Other issues of using this process are 
lack of control of the kinetics and the difficulties of producing desired end products [17]. In order 
to overcome the drawback of conventional solid-state process, the implementation of mechanical 
alloying in the starting powder preparation is recommended by many researchers. Apart from 

the practicality, mechanically activated starting powders exhibit nanostructures and high reactiv-

ity. Therefore, it provides an easy, fast, and economical option to produce the desired material. 
Previous studies showed that starting powder synthesized via mechanical alloying, had a rela-

tively low sintering temperature for the formation of pure, single phase material [5, 7, 18, 19].

6. Experimental results of sintering of mechanically activated soft 

ferrite Ni
0.5

Zn
0.5

Fe
2
O

4

6.1. Microstructural properties

X-ray Diffraction (XRD) spectra of Ni
0.5

Zn
0.5

Fe
2
O

4
 after sintering from 600 to 1200°C are pre-

sented in Figure 3. In view of the results obtained, the occurrence of [121] peak in 600°C spec-

trum indicated incomplete reaction between raw materials to form a single phase powder. 

α-Fe
2
O

3
 existed as secondary phase at 600°C. The [121] peak shows the existence of secondary 

phase α-Fe
2
O

3
 in the Ni

0.5
Zn

0.5
Fe

2
O

4
 phase. The α-Fe

2
O

3
 phase disappeared when the sintering 

temperature was increased to 700°C. A complete Ni
0.5

Zn
0.5

Fe
2
O

4
 was formed as Zn2+ ions dif-

fused into the tetrahedral sites while Ni2+ ions occupied the octahedral sites. As the starting 

powders were mechanically activated by high-energy ball milling by SPEX is the modal name 

of the dual mixer machine. Which was specially modified to achieve high speeds (approxi-
mately 1725 rpm) for the effective production of nanostructured particles; this enables the 
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Figure 3. X-ray diffraction patterns of Ni
0.5

Zn
0.5

Fe
2
O

4
 sintered from 600 to 1200°C.

formation of single phase at a lower sintering temperature. It is worth mentioning that the 
synthesis temperature for single phase Ni-Zn ferrite for refluxing method is between 950 and 
1150°C [20]; sol–gel technique requires more than 1000°C [21]; co-precipitation method requires 
550–1000°C [22]. The intensity of the Bragg peaks increased, and the peak widths decreased 
with increasing sintering temperature indicating the increase of crystallinity and particle size.

Structural information was obtained from Rietveld refinement. The increase of lattice parameters 
and unit cell volume was observed. As shown in Figure 4, as the sintering temperature increased, 
the unit cell volume expanded, and Zn2+ ions diffused into the interstitial sites; this was crucial 
for the reaction as interstitial diffusion is the most important lattice diffusion mechanism [1]. 

Further increasing of sintering temperature (>900°C), a decrease in lattice parameters and unit 
cell volume was observed. This could be due to the small amount of Zn2+ ions evaporated from 

the lattice [8]. This is because zinc has a low-boiling point of 907°C. Mechanically activated start-

ing material has high lattice strain as defects and inhomogeneity could be introduced into the 
system. This is known as the second order stress, which it modifies the materials by one grain 
to another or from one part of the grain to another on a microscopic scale. There was also first 
order stress induced by milling. This type of stress modifies the material uniformly across the 
entire material [23], causing a macroscopic variation on the material. By increasing the sintering 
temperature, relaxation can be attained for macro and micro stresses induced during milling.
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Figure 5 shows the evolution of particle size, crystallite size, and morphological properties 
of Ni

0.5
Zn

0.5
Fe

2
O

4
 with elevating sintering temperature. As a whole, bottom-up synthesis of 

soft ferrite, Ni
0.5

Zn
0.5

Fe
2
O

4
 acquires three stages of sintering. Initial stage of sintering can be 

observed for samples sintered at 600-, 700-, and 800°C. Phenomena such as rearrangement 

Figure 4. Unit cell volume and lattice strain as a function of sintering temperature.

Figure 5. Average particle size and crystallite size as a function of sintering temperature; the evolution of morphology is 

shown in the inserted field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) micrographs.
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Figure 6. Plot of log D versus the reciprocal of absolute temperature (1/T) of Ni
0.5

Zn
0.5

Fe
2
O

4
 showing three stages of 

sintering.

of particles and necking structure can be observed at this stage. At the intermediate stage 

(900-, 1000-, and 1100°C), further increase of sintering provides sufficient thermal energy for 
nanoparticles to move closer. Grain boundaries are formed. However, the most significant 
observation for intermediate stage is the formation of interconnected pores. Finally, the sam-

ple sintered at 1200°C exhibited the final stage of sintering. Isolated pores are observed, and 
rigid crystal structure is visible. The coarsening and densification of particles are observed 
with increasing sintering temperature.

6.2. Three stages of sintering

The activation energy of particle growth of sintering is strongly related to the size evolution 

of the particles [24]. Size-dependent activation energy can be represented by the plot of log 

particle size (D) versus the reciprocal of absolute temperature (1/T) of Ni
0.5

Zn
0.5

Fe
2
O

4
 [25]. 

Three distinct stages of sintering can be observed in Figure 6. Activation energy is the lowest 

at initial stage, indicating the particles are nano-sized, which exhibit relatively largest surface 
area. Small thermal energy is enough to initiate the particle growth. Through intermediate and 

final stages, particle size increases, therefore, the activation energy for particle growth increases 
hence higher thermal energy is required for the densification and coarsening mechanisms in 
sintering [26]. As a summary during initial stage, particles rearranged themselves so that they 
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are in tangential contact. This is to activate the material transport mechanism through diffu-

sion. During this process, necking structures are formed between particles. At intermediate 
stage, densification occurs and the pores shrink to reduce their cross-section. As a result, inter-

connected pores are formed at the boundary regions. Densification and coarsening continue 
to occur; eventually, the pores become unstable and isolated at the final stage of sintering [1].

High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) is utilized to identify some 
unique features of each stage in terms of atomic arrangement, structural information, and 
defects like grain boundaries. In Figure 7a, a lattice spacing of 2.53 Å was measured for 
Ni

0.5
Zn

0.5
Fe

2
O

4
, corresponding to (113) lattice plane. A few particles rearrange themselves in 

such a way that they are in tangential contact. The contact points between particles are the 

material transport paths that allow diffusions to occur at early stage of sintering. In Figure 7b, 
it can be seen that the spheres begin to coalesce. The radius of the necking structure has 

reached a value of >0.50 of the particle radius. This indicated that at sintering temperature of 

800°C, the particles are near the end of an initial stage of sintering [1].

In Figure 8a, it can be observed that two particles were brought together, and they are 
undergoing deformation in response to surface energy reduction. Massive lattice diffusion 
and material transport occur between these particles. In Figure 8b, grains adopt the shape 
of polyhedron with multiple faces, and the edge of the particle appears to have a clean 

Figure 7. High resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images for Ni
0.5

Zn
0.5

Fe
2
O

4
 nanoparticles sintered at 

(a) 600°C, and (b) 800°C (initial stage of sintering).
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Figure 8. High resolution TEM images for Ni
0.5

Zn
0.5

Fe
2
O

4
 nanoparticles sintered at (a) 900°C, (b) 1100°C (intermediate 

stage of sintering), and (c) 1200°C (final stage of sintering).

crystalline surface, where amorphous phase diminishes at 1100°C. In the final stage of sinter-

ing (Figure 8c), a homogeneous atomic arrangement, with (113) lattice plane is formed.

6.3. Microstructural related properties of sintered Ni
0.5

Zn
0.5

Fe
2
O

4

Figure 9a shows the M-H hysteresis loops of Ni
0.5

Zn
0.5

Fe
2
O

4
 sintered at various temperatures. The 

magnetic parameters are extracted from hysteresis loops. All the samples sintered from 600 to 

1200°C exhibited less slanting, narrow sigmoid hysteresis loop. This indicates that the prepara-

tion of raw powder with modified high-speed mechanical alloying increases the reactivity of 
nanoparticles. Ferromagnetic phase exists in the sample even at low sintering temperatures such 

as 600 and 700°C. Figure 9b shows the plot of maximum magnetization at 10 kOe, M
10kOe

 against 

sintering temperature. In view of the results obtained, the M
10kOe

 values increase with increasing 

sintering temperature. At low sintering temperature, small particles exhibit surface distortion due 
to the interaction of transition metal ions in the lattice with oxygen atoms, causing a reduction in 
the resultant magnetic moment. This phenomenon is normally predominant in ultrafine particles 
because of their large surface to volume ratio. This effect becomes less influential at high sinter-

ing temperature as particle size increases. Volume fraction of amorphous phase decreases with 

increasing sintering temperature. Thus, the exchange interaction between particles increases with 
increasing volume fraction of crystalline phase. As a result, strong ferromagnetic behaviors are 
strengthened with erect, narrow, and well-defined sigmoid hysteresis loops are observed with 
increasing temperature. Coercivity has an indirect relationship with particle size. At low sinter-

ing temperature, there are amorphous phase and defects like grain boundaries in the sample. 
Therefore, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is low because the crystalline volume fraction is 
low. Below a critical size (D

c
 ≈ 90 nm), coercivity increases with average particle size. As the 

sintering temperature increases, the crystalline volume fraction increases, the magnetocrystalline 
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anisotropy is enhanced. To change the orientation of magnetic moment, higher energy is required 
to overcome this magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy. Therefore, below D

c, coercivity increases 

with increasing average particle size. Above this D
c
, high magnetocrystalline anisotropy is not 

favorable in terms of energy level [27]. In order to reduce the overall energy of the system, domain 
walls are created causing the coercivity to decrease.

In Figure 10, a red shift of optical property is observed with increasing sintering tempera-

ture. It can be seen that the increase of crystallite is accompanied with the decrease of optical 
bandgap values (red-shift). This is thought to be due to size-dependent quantum confine-

ment effect. Quantum confinement effect can be observed when the crystallite size is in the 
same order as the wavelength of the electron. The energy level at the microscopic level can be 

described by the expression [28]:

  E =   
  (hk)    2 

 ____ 
2m

    (5)

where h is the Planck constant, k is the wave factor (k = 2π/λ), m is the mass of electron. When 

the crystallite size is small, the wave vector k can be expressed as [28]:

  k =   2π ___ λ   =   n𝜋 ___ a    (6)

where a is the crystallite size of the material and n is an integer. Based on Eqs. 5 and 6, the value of 
wave vector k has an inversely proportional relationship with the crystallite size. The crystallite 

size increased with increasing sintering temperature resulting in decrease of wave vector k value. 

When we substitute n = 1, 2, 3, and so on, for Eqs. 5 and 6, the difference between two consecutive 
energy becomes smaller. Therefore, energy bandgap values decrease with increasing crystallite 
size. This phenomenon happens when the motion of electrons is restricted in a nano-scale size.

Figure 9. Magnetic parameters of bottom-up synthesis Ni
0.5

Zn
0.5

Fe
2
O

4
: (a) hysteresis loops at different sintering 

temperature, (b) plot of M
10kOe

 versus sintering temperature, (c) plot of coercivity versus sintering temperature.
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7. Comparative study of bottom-up and top-down approach synthesis

Sample with similar particle size, synthesized via mechanochemical process with optimized 
parameters [29] is chosen as a candidate for this comparative study with two parameters 

were chosen, which were milling at 8 hours (top-down approach) and sintering synthesis at 
900°C (bottom-up approach). Figure 11 shows the XRD diffraction patterns milled at 8 hours 
and sintered at 900°C Ni

0.5
Zn

0.5
Fe

2
O

4
 nanoparticles. Nanoparticles that milled 8 hours exhibit 

a superimposition of broad diffraction reflections on the broad diffraction maximum or 
“hump,” indicating the presence of a highly disordered phase. Nanoparticles that sintered at 
900°C exhibit a single phase pattern with sharp Braggs peaks.

Figure 12. shows the field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) micrographs and 

particle size distribution for nanoparticles synthesized by different synthesis approaches. 
As can be seen, nanoparticles that sintered at 900°C have a narrower size distribution com-

pared to nanoparticles that milled at 8 hours. Commercial nanoparticles are uniform in size. 

Densification mechanism of sintering can be seen in Figure 12b. Small and large particles 

coexisted for both bottom-up and top-down approaches synthesized nanoparticles. However, 
particles with rigid and clear grain boundaries can be observed in sintered particles while 

top-down approach synthesized particles are agglomerated particles with randomly shaped 

boundaries.

Figure 13 shows the M-H hysteresis loops of Ni
0.5

Zn
0.5

Fe
2
O

4
 nanoparticles synthesized via 

different synthesis approaches. Nanoparticles that milled at 8 hours exhibited complex dis-

ordering in structure. Therefore, it possesses canted spin arrangement that has significant 
implications on its magnetism. The maximum magnetization at 10 kOe is lower compared to 

nanoparticles that sintered at 900°C. On the other hand, nanoparticles that sintered at 900°C 
exhibited low coercivity with high saturation magnetization (the magnetization at 10 kOe had 

Figure 10. Optical properties of Ni
0.5

Zn
0.5

Fe
2
O

4
 nanoparticles sintered at different sintering temperature.
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saturated). This indicated that the formation of single phase nickel zinc ferrite that exhibits 
soft ferrite magnetic properties. The optical bandgap values were 1.39–1.30 eV for sintered 

at 900°C and milled at 8 hours nanoparticles, respectively. Both bottom-up and top-down 
approaches synthesized nanoparticles exhibit same order optical bandgap value. It is evident 
that optical bandgap is a size-dependent behavior. However, defects that induced during 
mechanochemical process reduced the optical bandgap value of nanoparticles that milled at 

8 hours. This is attributed to structural disorder bandgap narrowing effect.

Figure 11. X-ray diffraction patterns of Ni
0.5

Zn
0.5

Fe
2
O

4
 nanoparticles synthesized by different synthesis approaches.

Figure 12. FESEM micrographs and particle size distribution for (a) milled at 8 hours and (b) sintered at 900°C.
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Figure 13. M-H hysteresis loops of Ni
0.5

Zn
0.5

Fe
2
O

4
 nanoparticles synthesized by different synthesis approaches.

8. Conclusions

As most common approach for the fabrication of ceramic material, sintering shows some 
irreplaceable advantages. Sintering provides control on processing variables like sinter-

ing temperature, to achieve required microstructure for a particular set of properties. The 
synthesis temperature for single homogeneous phase can be lowered by mechanically acti-

vates the starting materials. Three stages of sintering mechanism can be observed in the 

experimental data of Ni-Zn ferrite. The observed evolutional relationship between micro-

structural, magnetic, and optical properties can be used to develop a useful framework 
for designing a sintering condition for final microstructure with desired properties. From 
the comparative study of top-down and bottom-up approaches carried out, we concluded 
that different synthesis methods produced ceramic materials with different behaviors. 
Top-down approach synthesis method has the ability to produce nanocrystalline particles, 
which then must be compacted without losing the refined microstructural properties, with 
high uniformity in terms of size, and morphological properties. This remains a challenge to 
this approach otherwise it is a versatile method. Bottom-up approach synthesis method is 
capable of producing particles with refined microstructures, which then high-purity single 
phase particles must be produced with particle size below 100 nm. This is relatively more 

difficult as single phase can only be achieved when sufficient heat energy is provided, and 
typically single phase particles are produced at high sintering temperature where particle 

growth is unavoidable.
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